
20 WAYS TO USE A RUBBER CHICKEN: 

11.  GET MOVING: 
 toss and clap; toss into a hula hoop
 
 “bucket of chicken”- catch it in a bucket

do the “chicken dance”
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1. TALKING OBJECT:  Like a puppet, it can give directions, share feelings, clarify tasks, ask questions, co-teach
 
2. SIGNALING A TRANSITION: Squeak to gain attaention

3. RUBBER CHICKEN TAG: If you get tagged it is your turn to share (works best if in-person) 

4. TURN AND TALK PARTNER: Everyone has a rubber chicken to talk with 

5. READ ALOUD: The chicken can be a read-aloud partner or buddy

6. CLASS “PET”: Learn how to care for others without having to clean a cage
 

8.  AS A “REWARD”: If you are ready, if your desk is clean, if you would enjoy it-- you are in charge of the chicken
 
7. JOB CHART: Someone is in charge of it and takes it under their “wing”

9. PLAY “HOT CHICKEN”: Throw while the music plays...when it stops...if you have a chicken share your answer

 

 

a. catch by the head (think about) 

 

b. neck (stretch)

 

c. feet (action)

 

d. belly (notice how you feel)

10. PLAY SIMON SAYS: 

12.  PRACTICE CONCENTRATING: Balance the chicken on your head

 13.  ANSWER QUESTIONS: Squawk your chicken when you have the answer

16.  CHICKEN SCRATCH: Discover that writing with a pencil is sometimes called “chicken scratch”
 
 

20.  MATH: Group chickens by size, shape, or length

 
18.  DISCUSS: Which came �rst, the chicken or the egg?

19.  FLY THE COOP: A break card substitute—”I need to get out of here”  
 

17. ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS: Why did the chicken cross the road? 

14. “VISIT” THE RUBBER CHICKEN MUSEUM: Google the museum and go on a virtual scavenger hunt

15. SHAUNA IVERSON: Interview the “High Priestess” of rubber chickens


